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If you are using a directional antenna, you can improve the coverage and speed of the WIFI network by adjusting the
angle and distance of the antenna from your router. For example, while the exact angle of a quarter-wave antenna is 45

degrees, it should be at or below the plane of the roof. The antenna height should be approximately half the distance
from the tallest point of the home and just above the roof line. If you purchased a wireless extender, it has been

configured to add your router as an access point. Add your device and restart the router. Your new extender has added
your router as an AP and provided an additional WIFI signal to devices within your home or office. If you have access to
your APN setting for your main wireless router, you can use it. To do this, go to Configure in the WIFI web interface, click
on the "APN" tab, and enter the appropriate settings as listed below (Enter your device's APN settings in the line below):

Updated with new screenshots from OpenWrt 21.02. To build a simple Wi-Fi repeater (a device that extends the same Wi-
Fi network's coverage) it's a good choice to use the same Wi-Fi network name (SSID) as the one of your main router
along with encryption, Password, and so on. This ensure the wireless devices connected to your (wider) network will
automatically stay connected to the best Wi-Fi network. Alternatively, you can also choose to have a different SSID

name/encryption/Password. Setting up a Wi-Fi network at this stage is not necessary if you just want a Wifi bridge. ie.
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the router has been taken off the wireless network and turned into a bridge, so that the wifi network is now a private
network that cannot be accessed by other devices (routers, access points, etc) on the internet. the wifi bridge will be

accessible by all devices on the main router's wifi network. this process is called creating a wireless bridge network and
can be accomplished by opening the router's web admin page and selecting the wireless bridge network option. the

settings for the wireless bridge network are the same as for any other wireless network. the router should now appear as
a wifi bridge network on the main router's wifi network and should appear as any other wireless network on the internet.

to verify this, connect to the router's wwan ip address with a browser and check if the router's default web page is
available. if the router does not appear on the internet, check if the router has been assigned a new wwan ip address. if

the wifi bridge is discovered on the internet, then go to the main router's web admin page and follow the steps to remove
the wifi bridge. if you need more information or have any questions about your router, please feel free to call us at

1-800-841-0790. while the customer has the option to purchase a router and a wireless access point, they also have the
option to lease a router and battery backup from nextlink internet for $6.99/month or to provide their own personal

router. a wireless router is required to provide wifi connectivity throughout the location. 5ec8ef588b
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